
R E S O L U T I O N :

ALTERNATE 
OR OEM-

AUTHORIZED 
COMPONENT

R E S O L U T I O N :

CONTINUE USE 
AND INITIATE 

A LIFETIME BUY

R E S O L U T I O N :

REDESIGN 
OR UPGRADE 
THE SYSTEM

 R E S O L U T I O N :

END THE 
PRODUCT 
LIFECYLE

L E G A C Y  P A R T S

MAKING THE MISSION- 
CRITICAL DECISIONS

NEED HELP MANAGING LEGACY PARTS?

As technology accelerates, 

commercial component 

lifecycles continue to get 

shorter. It’s a real headache 

for military and aerospace 

designers developing complex 

systems with ongoing 

production and maintenance. 

Every day, for example, critical 

semiconductors become 

unavailable from their original 

manufacturers. And with 

tightening budgets, equipment 

is staying in service decades 

longer than intended. 

Minimize financial exposure 
from obsolescence—ask 
the right questions and work 
with the right partners.

The clock is ticking on key components

Two times the initial 
acquisition cost of an aircraft 
is spent on maintenance, 
repair, and overhaul  
to extend its usable life.4

SPARTON  
IS READY

What are the 
costs of lifetime 

buy procurement, 
storage, disposal?

What are the costs of 
requalifying the assembly 

with alternate parts?

How much 
inventory can we 
afford to store?

Can we procure 
enough end-of-life parts 

to sustain the 
equipment lifecycle?

“ Everything from 
microelectronics 
to raw material 
can become 
obsolete overnight.” ¹

Email us at marketing@sparton.com
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KEY QUESTIONS FOR RESOLVING 
PRODUCT CHANGE NOTIFICATIONS (PCN)

What’s the 
best resolution 

strategy for 
limiting financial 

exposure?

How can our 
lifetime buy 
avoid excess 

and shortages?

Can we sell 
excess parts 
to a broker 
or supplier?

How much time 
is left in the 

product’s lifespan?

Does the 
replacement 

offer the same 
performance 
and safety?

Decades of experience 
in supply chain, logistics, 

and inventories

Contract design and manufacturing of 
complex devices for military and aerospace

Sparton’s proactive process mitigates obsolescence

Award-winning 
partner for complex 

military systems

What are the risks of 
procuring parts from 
the “gray market”?

Only a committed and experienced contract manufacturing 
partner can help you navigate the right course.

“ With lifetime and last-
time buys, consider space 
availability, possible storage 
and disposal fees, and any 
written agreements.” 6

How can we 
manage the costs 

of a redesign?

Does the 
replacement 

offer the same 
performance 
and safety?

How is the 
program’s 
demand 

trending?

Monitors status of all parts and conducts bill-of-materials (BOM) scrubs

Identifies parts with future impact and finds quality solutions or alternates

Receives alerts from parts manufacturers

Runs alerts through qualified manufacturer list (QML) and identifies affected systems

Notifies customers about end-of-life notifications

•  Design with modularity 
in mind

•  Forecast market trends and 
product lifecycles

•  Roadmap technology to 
identify gaps and alternates

•  Locate multi-
sourced components

•  Leverage in-depth 
industry knowledge

•  Select components 
based on cost, reliability, 
safety, function

•  Maintain deep relationships 
and agreements 
with suppliers

Number of times a 
component can become 
obsolete during the 
weapons system’s lifecycle:2

5-10

of electronics 
are obsolete 
prior to 
system fielding370%

Obsolescence issues 
cost the U.S. Navy

$750 million  
annually 5

Is a contracted, 
OEM-authorized 
distributor of the 
part available?

What is the  
optimal supply to 

meet future 
product demand?

Can any parts be 
reclaimed from 

retired systems?

Can we find a 
Fit-Form-Function 

replacement to 
avoid requalification?


